182	Notes
27-28. talking a great deal: In English as in French the
ideal is to use the fewest possible words to make your meaning
perfectly clear. Torrents of words are despised. The man who
is not clear is not considered wise, but a fool.
page 15. 11-12. Mr Murray : Cobbett, the self-educated man.
takes pleasure in finding a professor making mistakes,
page 16,   11.   purse-proud : proud merely because he is wealthy.
III.   DEFINITIONS
page 17. 11. Wealth : Kuskin refers to this paragraph in a
letter to the editor of the Monetary Gazette : ' I have never been
able to obtain this definition from economists ; perhaps, under
the pressure of facts, they may at last discover some meaning
in mine at the tenth and eleventh pages of Munera Fidveris.'
Just before this paragraph he says : ' Wealth consists of things
in themselves valuable ... it deals with the essential properties
of things.' In Unto This Last he says: 'The true science of
political economy .... is that which teaches nations to desire
and labour for the things that lead to life: and which teaches
them to scorn and destroy the things that lead to destruction.
So he defines value thus:—-'A truly valuable or availing thing
is that which leads to life with its whole strength.'
page 18. 22. useful : remember he regards flowers and pictures
and all beautiful things as in their essence useful. A Chinese
lyric is very useful, but not to us, because we have not * the
capacity to use it;.
page 21. 17. the value of instruments : refer to the passage
' Machines and Men J.
21. costly telescopes ; * The telescope of 100-inch aperture
at Mount Wilson, California, the largest at present in existence,
admits .... 250,000 times as much light as the unaided eye,
A. telescope of double this aperture [now being built for the
same observatory] will admit four times as much light ... or
about a million times as much light as the unaided eye.'—Jeans.
page 22. 6. economy of luxury : the true use of things not
necessary for mere existence, which is partly a question of beauty
and partly of morality.

